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Abstract – If a system undergoing phase transitions exhibits some characteristics of both first
and second order, it is said to be of ‘mixed order’ or to display the Thouless effect. Such a
transition is present in a simple model of a dynamic social network, in which NI/E extreme
introverts/extroverts always cut/add random links. In particular, simulations showed that 〈f〉,
the average fraction of cross-links between the two groups (which serves as an ‘order parameter’
here), jumps dramatically when ∆ ≡ NI − NE crosses the ‘critical point’ ∆c = 0, as in typical
first order transitions. Yet, at criticality, there is no phase co-existence, but the fluctuations of f
are much larger than in typical second order transitions. Indeed, it was conjectured that, in the
thermodynamic limit, both the jump and the fluctuations become maximal, so that the system
is said to display an ‘extreme Thouless effect.’ While earlier theories are partially successful,
we provide a mean-field like approach that accounts for all known simulation data and validates
the conjecture. Moreover, for the critical system NI = NE = L, an analytic expression for the
mesa-like stationary distribution, P (f), shows that it is essentially flat in a range [f0, 1− f0],
with f0 ≪ 1. Numerical evaluations of f0 provides excellent agreement with simulation data for
L . 2000. For large L, we find f0 →
√
(lnL2) /L , though this behavior begins to set in only for
L > 10100 . For accessible values of L, we provide a transcendental equation for an approximate
f0 which is better than ∼1% down to L = 100. We conjecture how this approach might be used
to attack other systems displaying an extreme Thouless effect.
Introduction. – Phase transitions are dramatic oc-
currences of collective behavior in systems with large num-
bers of degrees of freedom (N ). They are ubiquitous, while
nearly all of life on earth depends on their existence (e.g.,
the ice-water-vapor transitions). Based on the works of
Boltzmann, Gibbs, and Ehrenfest, textbook treatments
focus mostly on first and second order transitions, empha-
sizing on the different characteristics. Typically, an order
parameter (OP) is defined so that it is finite as N → ∞
(the thermodynamic limit) and its dependence on the con-
trol parameters (CP) displays different behaviors in the
various phases. As the CPs are varied across these tran-
sitions (e.g., at the water-vapor transition across 100◦C
under 1 atm pressure or the Curie point for ferromagnetic
systems), the OP or its derivative suffers a discontinuity.
The Lenz-Ising system [1], with external field and temper-
ature as CPs, is arguably the simplest theoretical model
which is known to display both of these transitions [2, 3].
Many characteristics of these transitions are commonly
accepted. Though the OP is singular (discontinuous) at
a first order transition, its derivatives remain finite (on
either side of the transition). Since these derivatives are
associated with the fluctuations of the OP in the system,
the implication is that ‘normal’ Gaussian fluctuations (as
N →∞) prevail, along with the notion of finite correlation
lengths. At the transition itself, the system may display
phase co-existence (e.g., water and steam at 100◦C), if the
system is constrained so that the OP is forced to be a value
within the discontinuity. Deep inside each phase, the fluc-
tuations and the correlation lengths are finite, taking on
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the values on either side of the transition. By contrast, as
a CP crosses a second order transition, the OP remains
continuous, but its derivative displays a discontinuity. Of-
ten, this discontinuity is infinite, diverging with some non-
rational exponent (critical exponent). In other words, the
fluctuations of the OP and the correlation length typi-
cally become ‘anomalously divergent.’ Finite size scaling
is a well-established method [4] that displays clearly how
the OP behaves as a function of both N and the CPs.
Studying one-dimensional Ising models with long-range
interactions, Thouless [5] found that some systems do not
follow such ‘standard behavior.’ In particular, the OP
may jump discontinuously and large fluctuations exist at
criticality. Many systems displaying such ‘mixed-order
transitions’ have been found [6–20]. Most recently, the
term ‘extreme Thouless effect’ has been coined [21,22] for
systems in which both the discontinuity and the fluctu-
ations are maximal (e.g., the magnetization in an Ising-
like model jumping from −1 to +1). Such behavior has
been observed also in a model of social dynamics in which
two subgroups of individuals always cut/add links (‘ex-
treme introverts and extroverts’ or XIE) [23, 24]. For
this simple model, the only CPs are NI/E , the num-
bers of introverts/extroverts, with L ≡ (NI +NE) /2 and
∆ ≡ NE − NI as natural alternatives. Meanwhile, the
fraction of cross-links, f , plays the role of an OP. In simu-
lations with L = 100, a dramatic jump in f was observed
when ∆ crosses the ‘critical’ value ∆c = 0, giving the im-
pression of a first order transition. Yet, at criticality, the
fluctuations of f are non-Gaussian and large (comparable
to the jump in magnitude), more typical of second order
transitions. The extreme Thouless effect is based on ex-
trapolations with data on systems with L . 2000, but
with little understanding of the L→∞ limit. Theoretical
arguments have been put forth [25], suggesting that the
jump approaches unity with O
(√
1/L
)
corrections. This
letter is devoted to a fresh analytic approach, providing
exact results which agree well with all simulation data. In
particular, the approach is found to be quite subtle, follow-
ing more closely the solution of a transcendental equation
for L’s accessible to our computers and converging onto
the asymptote
√
(lnL2) /L at hopelessly large L’s. The
next section is a brief summary of the XIE model, fol-
lowed by some details of the novel analysis. Given these
insights on XIE, we speculate in a final section on possi-
ble avenues for research in other systems that display an
extreme Thouless effect.
A simple model (XIE) of dynamic networks and
the extreme Thouless effect. – In a typical social
network, links between individuals are dynamic, as new
ones are created while others are cut. At any time, the
topology is completely specified by the adjacency matrix,
A, an element of which, aij , is unity or zero depending
on the presence or absence of a link between individuals i
and j (and so, aij = aji). Thus, A (t) represents an evo-
lution trajectory of the network and resembles an Ising
model on a square lattice (with spins 2aij − 1). Now, it
is natural for some individuals to prefer large numbers of
contacts and others, few friends. To model such behav-
ior, we introduced the notion of preferred degrees – the
number of links with which an individual is most content.
For example, introverts (I) prefer few friends while extro-
verts (E) prefer many contacts. While a wide distribution
of such preferences can be found in a real society, we fo-
cus on simple models in order to gain quantitative insight
into their effects on the network. In the simplest case, all
individuals prefer the same degree, κ. The stochastic evo-
lution of our model involves choosing a random individual
and, if it has more than κ links, it cuts one of its existing
links. If it has κ or fewer links, it adds a link to a random
individual not already connected to it. Despite the appar-
ently random nature of this dynamic network, the system
settles into a (non-equilibrium) stationary state, with the
probability for finding A, P∗ (A), which differs consider-
ably from the Erdo˝s-Re´nyi distribution [26, 27]. Apart
from minor fluctuations, everyone is more or less content
with the ‘status quo.’ Exploring the next simplest system,
we considered just two subgroups (e.g., I’s and E’s) with
κ1,2 [27] and discovered a number of surprising properties,
including anomalously large fluctuations in X , the total
number of links between the subgroups. As expected, we
find the phenomenon of ‘frustration,’ where some individ-
uals are not content with the ‘status quo.’
A remarkable simplification of such two-subgroup net-
works emerges when we set the κ’s at extreme values:
zero and infinity. Coined the XIE model, an I/E al-
ways attempts to cut/add links, so that the stationary
state has no I-I links and all E-E links. Labeling aij so
that all indices for the I’s are smaller than those for the
E’s, we see that A is a 2x2 block matrix with frozen I-
I and E-E blocks. Only the I-E block remains dynamic,
representing the incident matrix of a bipartite graph: N.
This N now plays the role of a rectangular (NI × NE)
Ising-type model. Meanwhile, X is just the sum over all
its elements and so, the average fraction of cross-links,
〈f〉 ≡ 〈X〉 /NINE , plays the role of magnetization 1. Re-
markably, detailed balance is restored and the Boltzmann-
like stationary distribution, P∗ (N), was found analytically
[23]. Not surprisingly, the ‘Hamiltonian’ H ≡ − lnP∗ in-
volves long-range and multi-spin interactions, so that it
is a gargantuan challenge to find analytically the ‘parti-
tion function’, averages of observable quantities, or the full
distribution P (f) ≡ ∑{N} δ (f −X/NINE)P∗ (N). On
the other hand, it is straightforward to perform Monte
Carlo simulations. Employing systems with L = 100,
〈f〉 was discovered to jump from 0.14 to 0.86 when ∆
changes from −2 to +2 (i.e., from 99 to 101 extroverts)
[23]! At ∆c, 〈f〉 = 0.5 by symmetry, but f (t) resembles
that of an unbiased random walk, confined between ‘soft
walls’ at approximately 0.21 and 0.79. In other words,
1 Unlike the Ising model, the CPs here are the sizes of the system
(NI,E), though it is possible to introduce new CPs that correspond
to the magnetic field and temperature.
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the distribution P (f) resembles a wide mesa, so that the
variance of f is O (1), instead of the typical O (1/L) in a
Landau theory 2. Such a combination (discontinuous OP
and anomalously large fluctuations) is the signature of a
Thouless effect. The simplest mean-field analysis consists
of replacing every matrix element in H (N) by its aver-
age µ ∈ [0, 1] and obtaining a Landau-like ‘free energy’
F (µ;NE, NI), so that 〈f〉 is identified by the minimum of
F . Now, F = µ ln (NI/NE) at the lowest order in L, so
that its minimum is 0 (or 1) for ∆ < 0 (or > 0). The con-
clusion is that this model displays an ‘extreme’ Thouless
effect [23]. However, adding the next order (so that ‘soft
walls’ are present) did not produce quantitatively convinc-
ing results. In particular, as L→∞, 〈f〉 jumps from 0.19
to 0.81 when ∆ goes from −2 to +2. In other words, the
‘walls’ approach constants, away from the extremes.
In subsequent studies [24,25,28], progress in simulations
and theory indicate otherwise: The jumps in f trend to-
wards 0 and 1 for larger systems, while the ‘walls’ in a
critical system are found to approach these extremes. Re-
lying on data with various ∆ and L’s up to 1600, rough
scaling plots of 〈f〉 hint at anomalous behavior, though
it was difficult to arrive at reliable critical exponents. On
the theoretical front, a self consistent mean-field (SCMF)
theory was developed, focusing on the degree distributions
of the two subgroups: ρI,E (k). The agreement with data
were quite good, for all non-critical systems [24]. For the
critical system however, though qualitatively correct, the
predictions are far from ideal. (See Fig. 3 below.) Never-
theless, it was argued [25] that the ‘walls’ in this system
should approach the extremes as O
(√
1/L
)
.
Theoretical studies, exact results and compar-
isons with simulations. – Here, we present a fresh
perspective on the XIE model, exploiting the ideas of the
SCMF theory [24] in a different context. Instead of keep-
ing only NI,E fixed and letting a self-consistency condition
to determine X , we consider ‘cross sections’ of the criti-
cal system (NI = NE = L) with fixed X , or f = X/L
2.
Such systems are similar to the lattice gas version of the
Ising model [29] in which the total magnetization is con-
strained. Clearly, simulations can be easily carried out for
such ensembles. We show next how our new perspective
leads to significant progress on the theoretical front.
Focusing on the steady state and to be specific, we con-
sider an I with k links and degree distribution in a fixed
X ensemble: ρI (k;X). If chosen (with probability 1/2L),
the I will cut one of its links, unless k = 0. Thus, ρI (0;X)
will play a crucial role. An I with k − 1 links will gain a
link if an E (not already connected to it) is chosen to act
and chooses to add a link to our particular I. The proba-
bility for these choices are, respectively, (L− k + 1) / (2L)
2For example, the Landau free energy for the Ising model is
N f(m), with f = τm2 + um4. As a result, far from criticality,
τ > 0 so that m2 and the variance scale as 1/N . But at criticality,
these scale as 1/
√N . In two dimensions, N = L2, giving us the 1/L
in the text.
and 1/ (L− ℓ), where ℓ is the number of I’s already linked
to this E. In general, ℓ is a stochastic variable, but in the
spirit of mean field theory, we replace it by 〈ℓ〉 = X/L. To
emphasize, this is just a constant in a fixed X ensemble.
Thus, we find ρI explicitly by balancing gain and loss:
ρI (k;X) =
L! (L−X/L)−k
Z (X) (L− k)! (1)
where
Z (X) =
L!
[L (1− f)]L
L∑
q=0
[L (1− f)]q
q!
(2)
From the partial sum of an exponential series, it is clear
that the limits of L → ∞ and f → 0 do not commute.
Provided f is bounded from 0, we can prove that the sum
approaches exp [L (1− f)] as L→∞.
Armed with ρI (0;X) = 1/Z (X), we return to the orig-
inal critical system, in which X wanders over most of its
allowed values. As noted previously [23], that X essen-
tially performs an unbiased random walk (between ‘soft
walls’) can be understood as follows. When X is not close
to 0 or L2, the I’s have many links to cut and the E’s can
add links to many unconnected I’s. Thus, choosing any in-
dividual (with equal probability) will result in X changing
by unity, so that P (X) = P (X − 1).
0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000
X
10-8
10-7
10-6
10-5
10-4
10-3
10-2
P
Fig. 1: Comparing XIE simulation with theoretical calcula-
tions: probability distribution P of number of cross links X.
Results are shown for NI = NE = 100 (red),NI = 101, NE =
99 (green), and NI = 99, NE = 101 (blue). In each case, the
dashed color line is the theory result and the thick black line
enveloping it is the result of the corresponding numerical sim-
ulations.
Focusing on f < 0.5 for now, this balance is spoiled
by the presence of I’s with no links, leading us to
[1− ρI (0;X)]P (X) ∼= P (X − 1) instead. In other words,
as X wanders towards 0, the chances of it being ‘repelled’
increases, hinting at the notion of the ‘wall.’ Of course, by
symmetry, similar results can be obtained for the f ≃ 1
regime by finding a sum like Eqn. (2) for ρE (L;X), the
p-3
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probability that extrovert is fully connected. Imposing
the symmetric balance equation [1− ρI (0;X)]P (X) =
[1− ρE (L;X − 1)]P (X − 1), we arrive at an analytic ex-
pression:
P (X) ∝
X∏
Ξ=1
1− ρE (L; Ξ− 1)
1− ρI (0; Ξ) (3)
In Fig.1, we illustrate how remarkably well this pre-
diction agrees with simulation data of the L = 100 case.
Further, it is straightforward to generalize these consider-
ations to the NE 6= NI cases, e.g., by studying ρI (k;X) ∝
[NI (1− f)]−k / (NE − k)! In Fig. 1, we see that the re-
sults for ∆ = ±2 cases also agree spectacularly well with
the data.
Exploiting this result for P (X), we proceed to find the
position of the ‘wall’ analytically. First, let us propose
a natural place to call ‘the edge of the mesa’: the steep-
est decent as P drops from the ‘plateau’ into the ‘plain.’
These are also the inflection points of P : one near f = 0
and the other, near f = 1 as L → ∞. Denoting the
former by X0 (while the latter is just L
2 − X0 by sym-
metry), we see that it maximizes the gradient, Q (X) ≡
P (X)− P (X − 1). For discrete X , X0 can be defined as
the value for which |Q (X0)−Q (X0 − 1)| is smallest. Let
us approximate this by Q (X0) ∼= Q (X0 − 1). Now, near
X = 0, we have Q (X) = P (X) [1− P (X − 1) /P (X)] ∼=
P (X)ρI (0;X), so that the condition for X0 reduces to a
succinct one:
Z (X0)− Z (X0 − 1) ∼= 1 (4)
In Fig. 2, we see the excellent agreement between simula-
tion data (circles with error bars) and predictions from Eq.
(4) (crosses). Of course, we notice the small discrepancies
and ascribe them to the error inherent in our mean field
approximation (replacing the stochastic ℓ by its average
value X/L).
This approach also allows us to analyze the asymp-
totic behavior of f0 = X0/L
2 as L → ∞. It is clear
that the largest terms in the sum in Eq. (2) occur around
qˆ = L (1− f) and that the summand is well approximated
by a Gaussian: exp
{
− (q − qˆ)2 /2qˆ
}
. Thus, the terms
are effectively zero for q − qˆ & √qˆ ≃ √L. Meanwhile,
the sum extends beyond qˆ by Lf . Thus, for f >
√
1/L
(which will turn out to be satisfied), we can extend the
sum to infinity and replace it by exp [L (1− f)]. Fur-
ther, in this limit, Eqn. (4) is just L−2 ∂fZ|f0 = 1
so that
[
ef0 (1− f0)
]−L−1
ef0f0 =
√
L/2π . Assum-
ing f0 ≪ 1, dropping O (1/L) contributions, and letting
f0 + ln (1− f0) = −f20/2 + ..., we find a transcendental
equation for φ ≡ f20L = X20/L3
φ+ lnφ = lnL2/2π (5)
Though it is tempting to conclude that, to leading order,
φ ∼ O (lnL2) and f0 →
√
(lnL2) /L, such an estimate
fails to fit the data for L < 2000. For a similar reason,
100 1000
L
0.1
0.5
f 0
100 1060 10120 10180 10240 10300
L
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
1.4
φ /
ln
 L
2
Fig. 2: Position of the (smaller) inflection point f0 vs. sys-
tem size L. Black circles with error bars are simulation data.
Red crosses are theoretical predictions. Blue dashed line is an
approximate f0 from solving a transcendental equation. Inset
shows true asymptotics, setting in around 10100 .
we keep the 2π, as ln 2π is comparable to ln 2000. In-
stead, when Eq. (5) is solved numerically, the resultant
f0’s appear to provide an increasingly tight upper bound
to the data (dash line in Fig.2). Our conclusions are clear:
While the true asymptotics of f0 is
√
(lnL2) /L, this be-
havior does not set in for the L’s we can access in sim-
ulations. Fortunately, for such L’s, Eq. (5) provides rea-
sonable bounds while Eq. (4) agrees with data at the 1%
level for L as small as 100. To appreciate how large L
must be before the true asymptotic form sets in, we show
in the inset of Fig.2 a plot of φ/ lnL2, from the solution
of Eq. (5), against lnL, up to L = 10300. Even at 10100,
this quantity misses unity by about 2% ! Needless to say,
we should not expect to see simulations to confirm this
asymptotic form in our lifetimes.
We end this section with the resolution of another issue
in the XIE model: the disagreement between the SCMF
prediction and data in the degree distributions of the crit-
ical L = 100 case (e.g., blue crosses and black circles for
ρI (k) in Fig. 3). Let us focus on an I again and note
that ρI (k) =
∑
X ρI (k;X)P (X). With expressions (1)
and (3), we have a new prediction for ρI (k). Though
somewhat cumbersome, it is simple to carry out the sum
numerically. Plotted as red crosses in Fig. 3, we again
find remarkably excellent agreement with data.
Conclusions and Outlook. – Since its discovery
[23], the extraordinary variability in X , the number of
links between an equal number of extreme introverts and
extroverts, has remained a theoretical puzzle. In this let-
ter, we presented a new perspective and an associated ap-
proximation scheme which proved successful in solving this
puzzle. Unlike earlier approaches, we considered ensem-
p-4
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Fig. 3: Introvert edge degree distribution ρI(k) for the NI =
NE = 100 case. The Black circles are the simulation data. Red
crosses are predictions from the present theory. Blue crosses
are results from an earlier theory (SCMF).
bles with fixed X , much like Ising models with conserved
magnetization. We are motivated to take this approach
by two observations. One is the success of the SCMF the-
ory [24] for all but the critical system. The other is that
correlations between the microscopic variables aij appear
to be minimal [30]. Thus, the conjecture is that, despite
the presence of long-range and multi-spin interactions in
H, the large variations in X for the critical system are
not in conflict with the applicability of a mean field treat-
ment. Such a conjecture leads us to to approximate the
stochastic ℓ with its average X/L and to the subsequent
successes. Further along these lines, we believe that any
observable quantity O (which has a limited variability in
a fixed X ensemble) will display an extreme Thouless ef-
fect. The reasoning is that its statistics will be ‘carried’
by P (X), so that its average will suffer a maximal dis-
continuity across criticality while it variability will also be
maximal at criticality.
These considerations dispel another ‘rule of thumb’
in phase transitions: an intimate connection between
the large fluctuations of the OP and sizable correlations
among the microscopic variables. Here, we see that this
link is severed in XIE, if only through some ‘conspiring’
interactions in H. In this spirit, we believe a simple lesson
can be learned by considering the following. If we start
with a non-interacting Ising model, then the distribution
of the total magnetization M =
∑
si is just the binomial:
P (M) ∝ ( NN+
)
, with N± ≡ (N ±M)/2. If we now im-
pose a ‘Hamiltonian’ of the form HM = − lnN+!− lnN−!,
then the resultant P (M) is completely flat, so that the
variability in M is maximal 3. Nevertheless, regardless of
the apparent existence of ‘long-range and multi-spin’ in-
3This system is precisely the one studied in ref. [16], arrived at
from a minimal model of spin dynamics. Unlike XIE, it is trivially
solvable, since it effectively reduces to a statistical mechanical system
with a single variable, M .
0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000
X
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
P 
x 
10
4
Fig. 4: Probability distribution P of number of cross links X
for different values of β: Black shows simulation results for
the critical value β = 1, blue the results above criticality at
β = 0.99, and red the results below criticality at β = 1.01.
The off-critical results were obtained from the simulation at
criticality using the method of Ferrenberg and Swendsen [31].
teractions in HM , correlations between the spins are ‘triv-
ial’ (e.g., 〈sij〉 being just 1/3 for all i 6= j, in contrast to
power law decays in the critical region of the ordinary Ising
model). Moreover, we can play the game of statistical
mechanics further, by adding temperature and magnetic
field to a Boltzmann factor: exp−β[HM −HM ]. Then,
we can expect an extreme Thouless effect at the ‘criti-
cal point’ (β = 1, H = 0). The same can be done for
the XIE model by multiplying a temperature-like param-
eter, β, to that ‘Hamiltonian’, H. Illustrated in Fig. 4,
preliminary results show that P (X) displays the expected
features: single-peaked for β = 0.99 (‘above criticality’)
and bimodal for β = 1.01 (‘below criticality’). Work is
in progress to explore these ideas in a systematic way, as
well as more realistic social networks (e.g., with generic
numbers for preferred contacts rather than 0 and ∞). We
believe these studies are valuable not only for further un-
derstanding of the XIE model, but also for providing in-
sight into the Thouless effect (extreme or more generic) in
other systems, as well as painting a more complete picture
of the subtle characteristics of phase transitions in general.
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